Dear Colleagues,

“New Year – a new chapter, new verse, or just the same old story? Ultimately we write it. The choice is ours.” – Alex Morritt

We at Delta Publishing have made our choice. Here in your hands you will see our new publications for 2019 and the new look and feel of our product lines. Keeping the tried and true quality of our materials is of utmost importance. Likewise we want to expand in new product segments, in new media and of course help you and your students. We are convinced, as our claim says, that language matters and we are sure that good teachers can be even better with well thought-out materials made by experts.

Dive in! and discover the brand new summer course series for teens. Here we make a splash with incredibly flexible and easy-to-use materials. Dive in! is the first course written especially for summer courses – we didn’t just adapt another course and make it fit. You will see the difference.

Keep your Heads Up and find out about the novelties in our business course. Fresh and true to pertinent working scenarios, Heads Up engages you and your students in timely discourse and provides the material you really need, the material that matters.

These series provide interactivity through project work and motivating topics that spur your students on to produce real English. However, studies have also proven that avid readers have better language skills. So check out our new readers series for youngsters and teens/adults. Have your students read and their vocabulary and feel for language will certainly improve.

And in the age of digitalization – have we gone digital? Of course! Take a look at all of our new whiteboard materials, our DELTA augmented reality app and online teaching tips. You decide the degree of digitalization you need to make your teaching really matter. Should you have other needs and questions, do not hesitate to contact us. That’s what we’re here for.

Best regards,

Elizabeth Webster
Managing Director DELTA Publishing

To hear more from Elizabeth Webster download the free DELTA Augmented app and play all the media files in your book on your smartphone or tablet, and access all video and audio clips easily while online or offline. DELTA Augmented is ideal for homework and self-study, and it allows you to manage all media files in one app.

Simply download the app, choose the book you are using, look for the in the book and then scan the page to listen to the audio or watch the video. It couldn’t be easier.
NEW for 2019...

For Teens:
- Dive in!
- Fantastic Flyers

For Exams:
- Build up to IELTS
- IELTS Games & Activities

For Business:
- Heads Up

For Photocopiables:
- IELTS Games & Activities

For Young Readers:
- Fairy Tales

For DELTA Teacher Development Series:
- Ideas in Action
- Activities for Task-Based Learning
- Teaching English as a Lingua Franca
Dive in! is an innovative and complete course designed for 14-18 year olds. The 4 books are topic based and structured for short-stay courses. The course is designed to enhance the students’ stay with activities that are relevant to their summer experience with a project at the heart of course.

Trips, sports and community are just some of the areas covered so the students can build on their experience. Engaging activities include videos and audio with conversations in context and a daily project that leads to a presentation at the end of the week. These are all easily downloadable with the DELTA Augmented app.

Flexible and fun
• Suitable for 14-18 year olds
• CEFR A2-B1
• 4 books can be used in any order
• Easy and fun to teach
• Perfect for continuous enrolment

Quick results for teenage students
• Engaging and innovative activities
• Project-based immersion course
• Getting the most out of the surroundings

Teacher support
• Video, audio and quizzes, all on DELTA Augmented and Kahoot
• Teachers notes
• Guided notes on using the material effectively with minimal planning
Dive in!
By Fiona Mauchline

Close up
Provides vocabulary that is relevant to the students’ trips as well as where they are from.

Recycling and reviewing
Each day builds on the day before. Here students have the opportunity to combine new language and review what they learnt the day before.

DELTA Augmented App
DELTA Augmented means students and teachers can easily stream or download all videos and audio material on their tablet or smartphone to access at anytime.

Get Started!
Colourful openers with simple questions encourage discussion and conversations.

Building the project
There’s a project at the heart of every Dive in! book. Working in a team and focussing on an interesting task means that students not only develop their language skill, but they also leave the course with a sense of pride and achievement: they did much more than just improve their English.

Projects are a perfect way for students to show parents and their classmates what they have achieved during their course. The accompanying Teacher’s Notes offer full support on how to adapt the projects flexibly.

Experiencing Pages
make it easy for teachers to set up tasks for class trips. Plenty of activities to keep students engaged and learning on their excursions.

Scribble with an artist on an adventure: the projects give students a sense of pride and achievement.

MY JOURNAL
pages give the student the opportunity to record their stay and give them great memories of their course. Something to take home and show the parents.

Entertaining videos
with real conversation in real contexts that are downloadable whenever and wherever teachers and students want.

EXPLORING Pages
make it easy for teachers to set up tasks for class trips. Plenty of activities to keep students engaged and learning on their excursions.

GETTING STARTED Pages
make it easy for teachers to set up tasks for class trips. Plenty of activities to keep students engaged and learning on their excursions.

AUDIO & DVD

Green: Dive in! Out and About - trips, sports, culture 9783125013049
Blue: Dive in! Home and Away – daily life and what we do 9783125013056
Purple: Dive in! Me and My World – friendship, community, environment 9783125013032
Orange: Dive in! Let’s Get Together – food, holidays, culture 9783125013063
Say Hello is a two-level course for four to five year olds based around two engaging young characters, Tom and Polly, plus their friend, Ben the Bear. At the heart of the course is an emphasis on child-centred activities, and the Ben the Bear plays a key part in these.

- Songs, chants and games provide opportunities for repetition, enabling children to try out language in a fun and secure way and encourage interaction and movement
- Basic phonics awareness is presented by Professor Bunny right from the start
- In Level 2 the alphabet A-Z and the numbers 1-20 are introduced
- Colouring, tracing and craft activities encourage participation and manual dexterity
- Ben the Bear encourages interaction and brings the characters of the book to life

FOR PUPILS:
- Child-centred activities include listening, speaking and pointing activities and provide a context for the language that is being delivered
- Songs, chants and games make the learning fun and interactive
- Opportunities for making, colouring and tracing allow students to play whilst learning

Playbook
- This is exactly what the name suggests – a book for playing and exploring the language in a fun and relaxed way
- Fun games, puzzles, drawing and colouring activities
- Craft objects to cut out and make

FOR TEACHERS:
Teacher’s Book
- Excellent support for teachers of all levels of experience and gives guided lesson plans with warm ups, games, extension ideas, home activity suggestions and teaching tips
- Interactive Whiteboard materials include animated versions of the songs and a variety of interactive exercises to reinforce and extend heads-up learning in a fun way
- Basic phonics awareness is presented by Professor Bunny right from the start
- In Level 2 the alphabet A-Z and the numbers 1-20 are introduced
- Colouring, tracing and craft activities encourage participation and manual dexterity
- Ben the Bear encourages interaction and brings the characters of the book to life

DELTA Young Learners English offers an activity-based approach through active engagement in everyday classroom tasks. Super Starters is the first level suitable for 7 to 9 year olds. It encourages pupils to “learn-by-doing”. Mighty Movers is an activity-based course suitable for 9 to 11 year olds. Fantastic Flyers is also an activity-based course and is suitable for 11 to 13 year olds. All books make ideal preparation for the Cambridge YLE Tests as well as being an excellent course for any young learner.
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DELTA Young Learners English is a three-level series for young learners of English which is based on the syllabus of the Cambridge Young Learners English tests. The 2nd edition has been extensively revised and updated for the 2018 syllabus with sparkling new artwork and additional teacher resources, including material for the Interactive Whiteboard.
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The CLIL Resource Pack
By Margaret Grieveson, Wendy Superfine

**BEGINNER – PRE-INTERMEDIATE CEFR A1 – B1 • 1 level**
A bank of over 120 motivating activities for the CLIL Classroom consisting of a Photocopiable Resource Book and accompanying Interactive Whiteboard Software.

The course is divided into 10 topic-based units such as: Life Cycles, Forces and Motion, Food etc. Each unit contains 6 lessons which are appropriate for different levels of ability. There are over 60 songs, chants, poems and dialogues to enliven the classroom.

Each activity:
- Can be covered in one lesson and is simple to prepare, easy to adapt and motivating for young learners
- Focuses not only on cross-curricular content, but also on functions, structures and vocabulary areas
- Is supplemented with weblinks for sourcing further information and ideas

Class Act - Short plays with activities for young learners
By Danièle Bourdais, Sue Finnie

**BEGINNER – PRE-INTERMEDIATE CEFR A1 – B1 • 1 level**
A photocopiable collection of 12 short plays aimed at pupils between 7 and 11 years old. The plays cover a variety of appealing topics and the storylines are fun, simple and include useful language. Each of the 12 plays is accompanied by the audio version on the CD.

Much of the language is repetitive or cumulative – exposing the students to useful language on various occasions.
- Provides a safe but contextualised platform for students to use their English – perfect for building their speaking confidence. This not only helps students learn but is fun!
- The plays are graded in order of difficulty

Telling Tales in English
By Megan James, Wendy Superfine

**BEGINNER – ELEMENTARY CEFR Pre-A1, A1 – A2 • 2 titles**
Aimed at teachers of children aged 8 – 11 Telling Tales in English contains photocopiable pages of well-known and much-loved stories, with accompanying activities.
- A useful resource that can be built into learning schemes or used to supplement classes
- Recognises the importance of engagement and enjoyment of learning and brings fun into the class

Download the free DELTA Augmented app onto your device
Start picture recognition and scan the book
Download files and use them now or save them for later

deltapublishing.co.uk/augmented
Build Up to IELTS

By Lewis Richards

Build up to IELTS is designed for students who want to achieve a score of 5.5–6.0 in the Academic IELTS exam. It covers all four parts of the IELTS exam in detail and aims to improve your students’ IELTS score in each section.

Special focus has been given to the Writing section, as this is the area that many IELTS candidates experience the most difficulty with. All the exercises in this book have been developed in the classroom, and the material has helped many IELTS students to achieve the scores they need.

- topic based
- common areas of language needed for the exam
- many tasks that directly practice the exam format

- Writing: from model essay in a step-by-step approach to perfect answers to various essay questions
- Reading and listening: develop reading and listening skills for IELTS with Skills focus exercises and Skills application exercises
- Speaking: practise strategies and listen to model answers recorded by native speakers to gain a good speaking score

All skills sections practise key grammar and vocabulary required to gain a good score. Each unit ends with a Pulling it all together section to review key language and skills and finish with a final Writing task.
IELTS Games and Activities - Speaking and Writing
By Aida Sahutoglu

IELTS Games and Activities offers a wide range of photocopiable communicative and collaborative games and activities for IELTS preparation. Creative ideas and innovative worksheets are designed for the Speaking and Writing modules with a focus on developing skills and language in the following categories: lexical resources, grammatical range and accuracy, coherence and cohesion, and task achievement.

- **IELTS familiarisation:** activities to help build confidence and awareness of the exam requirements
- **Expressing your ideas:** focus on various ways of talking about ideas and arguments
- **Writing Task 1:** reporting on factual data based on graphs, charts and images, describing and comparing data, describing processes
- **Writing Task 2:** presenting a clear, well-structured arguments backing arguments up with evidence and examples, analysing problems and offering solutions, exploring causes and highlighting effects, weighing up advantages and disadvantages
- **Speaking:** a wide range of functional language to help students communicate effectively and meet the requirements of the assessment categories

To learn more about IELTS Games and Activities scan this page with the DELTA Augmented app to listen to the author Aida Sahutoglu

IELTS Intensive
By Louis Rogers, Nick Thorner

IELTS Intensive is a short course offering 40 hours of classroom study, with an optional 20 hours of additional practice material for extended classroom use or homework. It is designed to strike a balance between test training and practice in all four skills areas.

**IELTS Intensive** is aimed at students who require an IELTS band score of 5.5 – 6.5, who are close to achieving this level of academic language proficiency, but who need to improve their IELTS performance.

**Key features:**
- A genuinely short course which means teachers do not have to use content selectively
- The focus on evaluating models and analysing test prompts helps students engage confidently with test tasks
- Additional test practice material after every two units in a format that closely reflects the test
- Two audio CDs, full audio transcripts and an answer key with full sample answers

IELTS Advantage
By Jeremy Taylor, Jon Wright, Richard Brown, Lewis Richards & Jon Marks

**IELTS Advantage** is a series of fully comprehensive coursebooks offering step-by-step guidance to achieving a high IELTS score of 6.5 – 7.0 or higher. Students are guided through the different stages of the IELTS papers, using lively material covering a very wide range of topics that are likely to occur in the exam.

**Reading Skills**
- Get to know the many question types and how to approach them
- Develop skills to cope with the amount of reading in the test
- Learn strategies which help in making the most of the time in the exam
- Develop vocabulary and collocations, synonyms and paraphrasing

**Writing Skills**
- Shows how to organise and structure an answer for all types of Task 1 and 2 questions
- Contains a model essay in each unit, showing students exactly what is required
- Contains a general interest article in each unit, developing ideas and vocabulary
- Quickly develops students’ fluency and confidence in producing pieces of writing through a focus on academic vocabulary and collocations

**Speaking & Listening Skills**
- Shows students how to give the well-structured, detailed replies
- Contains numerous audio examples of model speaking test performances
- Explains the formats of the listening module, and how to answer them successfully
- Includes exam practice material covering all parts of the listening module
- Includes audio exam practice material for the listening module

IELTS Resource Pack
By Jon Marks

IELTS Resource Pack is a bank of photocopiable exam practice material that provides teachers with valuable resource material to liven up their IELTS preparation classes and help ensure success for their students, with 25 lively communicative activities specifically designed for students preparing for the IELTS test.

**IELTS Resource Pack features:**
- A bank of photocopiable exam practice material
- 25 lively communicative activities specifically designed for students preparing for the IELTS test
- Highly motivating pair-work, small-group and whole-class activities
- Language and skills students need for success in the Academic Writing, Academic Reading, Speaking and Listening modules of the exam
- Free Audio CD with listening material for the exam
Practise and Pass for Schools

By Megan Roderick

**KEY, PRELIMINARY AND FIRST**  KET: A2 PET: B1 First: B2 • 3 levels

*Practise and Pass for Schools* is for students who need to prepare and practise for the Cambridge English for Schools examinations over a relatively short period or alongside another coursebook.

It provides around 30 hours of material and builds confidence in, and an understanding of, exactly what each exam task requires in combination with both the vocabulary topics and grammar required. *Practise and Pass First for Schools* is based on the updated Cambridge English: First for Schools 2015 specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Preliminary</th>
<th>First</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practise and Pass for Schools Student's Book</td>
<td>9783125017139</td>
<td>9783125017153</td>
<td>9783125017177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Teachers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practise and Pass for Schools Teacher's Book with Audio CD</td>
<td>9783125017146</td>
<td>9783125017160</td>
<td>9783125017184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Business**

- Heads Up
- Real Business English
- International Management Series
- DELTA Business Communication Skills
- Natural Business English
- Absolute Banking English
- Absolute Financial English
- Absolute Legal English
Heads up Second Edition
Spoken English for business

By Mark Tulip with Louise Green and Richard Nicholas

Heads up Second Edition is a practical student-based business speaking course devised to meet the needs of in-work students and has been fully updated with new features. Heads up is perfect for short business English courses and is devised to meet the overriding need in-work students have to become operational in spoken English as quickly and efficiently as possible.

Heads up addresses the lack of time these learners often have and the need for streamlined materials targeting their needs. Heads Up helps students to successfully achieve speaking skills by providing careful preparation, personalised tasks, and consistent pronunciation practice.

Heads up gets right to the heart of the students’ needs and wishes, and the topics are a springboard to the students speaking about their own work contexts with the activities naturally stimulating and motivating learners by providing them with personalised tasks.

New additional downloadable material allows full-time students without work experience to complete an alternate version of the end Task/Follow-up.

Key features:
- Extensive listening and speaking practice with personalised tasks
- Regular pronunciation work, with attention to elision, stress and intonation
- Suitable for class use and some guided self-study
- All audio recordings on DELTA Augmented plus key language on flash cards

Real Business English
Developed together with companies

By Hazel Grünewald, Anette Bradbury

Real Business English is a two-level business course covering CEFR levels B1 and B2. Developed together with companies, it is ideal for in-house company training.

The Student’s Book includes:
- Exercises allowing learners to speak about their own companies
- Intercultural reading texts with helpful tips for doing business around the world
- Listening activities with international speakers
- A wide variety of topics covering many branches and industries
- MP3 CD and DELTA Augmented with all recordings
- Bring some fun into the classroom with multiple-choice Kahoot! quizzes available for each unit of Real Business English.

The Workbook includes:
- Extra grammar explanations and practice
- Extra vocabulary practice
- Grammar guide with examples
- Answer key

The Teacher’s Book includes:
- Extra suggestions such as pair and group work and other communication activities
- Intercultural background information
- Master copies
- Answer keys to all activities in the Student’s Book

For Students
Real Business English Student’s Book with MP3 CD 9783125016705 9783125016736
Real Business English Workbook 9783125016712 9783125016743

For Teachers
Real Business English Teacher’s Book 9783125016729 9783125016750
International Management English Series

Managing Change By Fiona Mee • Working Virtually By Jackie Black, Jon Dyson
Leading People By Steve Flinders • Managing Projects By Bob Dignen

International Management English provides comprehensive training in all of the above areas alongside the language needed to carry them out successfully. International Management English consists of four titles covering key aspects of international business operations. Each book in the series consists of eight units, with every unit offering four distinct sections:

• Discussion and Listening: Engaging and relevant content in areas of international management and teamwork
• Communication skills: In addition to the familiar topics of meetings, presentations and negotiations, input and practice are also provided in conflict management, team building and giving and receiving feedback
• Professional skills: Authentic texts from management writers and thinkers provide the starting point for reflection and discussion among learners
• Intercultural competence: A focus on raising cultural awareness followed by an illustrative case study

Trainer’s notes to accompany each title are available to download from www.deltapublishing.co.uk

In addition each title in the International Management English Series provides:
• A learning diary
• A needs analysis
• Unit-by-unit glossaries of key words and phrases
• Tips for more effective language learning and how to improve performance at work
• The opportunity to develop a personal action plan

DELTA Business Communication Skills

By Susan Lowe, Louise Pile, David King

The DELTA Business Communication Skills series is designed to help learners at Pre-intermediate and Intermediate levels to master the key communication skills required in international business English today. Each book in the series is designed for classroom use, but is also suitable for self-study.

There are eight titles in the series: Meetings, Presenting, Negotiating, Telephoning, Emailing, Socialising, Using Social Media and Business English Language Practice.

Each book in the DELTA Business Communication Skills series contains:
• A needs analysis to help learners to think about their strengths and weaknesses in English and to identify and prioritise their learning needs
• A learning journal to help students monitor their learning during the course
• A reference section listing the vocabulary and useful phrases covered in each unit
• A resources section containing a range of photocopiable material
• An answer key, including suggested answers, and transcripts

Business English Language Practice aims to help learners of business English develop the grammar and vocabulary needed to participate in business effectively.

The book can be used to support the rest of the DELTA Business Communication Skills series, building on topics covered there, or can be used independently for grammar and vocabulary practice.

Meetings 9783125013254
Presenting 9783125013230
Negotiating 9783125013247
Telephoning 9783125013209
Emailing 9783125013216
Socialising 9783125013223
Using Social Media 9783125013278
Business English Language Practice 9783125013285

Trainer's notes to accompany each title are available to download from www.deltapublishing.co.uk

In addition each title in the DELTA Business Communication Skills series provides:
• A learning diary
• A needs analysis
• Unit-by-unit glossaries of key words and phrases
• Tips for more effective language learning and how to improve performance at work
• The opportunity to develop a personal action plan
Natural Business English
By Bill Mascull

Natural Business English presents and practises not only essential business vocabulary and expressions, but also natural business language using idiomatic expressions and metaphorical language.

This book is designed to help learners to understand this language, and to practise using it in appropriate ways to improve their fluency. It is suitable for people studying business English, doing courses with a business English component at university or equivalent level, as well as those already working who need English in their careers.

Natural Business English Book with Audio CD 9783125013353

Absolute Banking English
By Julie Pratten

Absolute Banking English is written for Upper Intermediate and Advanced learners of English who work in banking or the financial sector. It is designed for people who need to communicate internationally in English on a daily basis.

Features:
- Discusses topics which reflect the ever-changing language of banking English and shift in priorities of bankers in the last decade
- Aims to develop the core skills required by international bankers in their day-to-day working life
- Specialist terminology, synonyms, abbreviations and idiomatic expressions of a particular of banking
- Offers a balanced range of exercises and communication activities in each unit
- Contains 12 thematic units, each divided into four key skills sections, plus 4 review sections

Absolute Banking English Coursebook with Audio CD 9783125013308

Absolute Financial English
By Julie Pratten

Absolute Financial English is a coursebook written for students following a course of study in financial English, written in particular for candidates preparing for ICFE. It contains 10 units which provide over 60 hours of teaching material.

Features:
- Each unit is divided into four sections covering one of the four skills; closely following Cambridge ICFE
- Introductory unit describes the ICFE exam in detail including an introduction to each paper
- Includes a Skills Focus and an Exam Focus in every section of each unit
- Provides extensive practice of the text types and tasks featured in the exam
- Offers tips and hints to assist candidates with each section of the exam

Absolute Financial English Coursebook with Audio CD 9783125013285
Absolute Legal English
By Helen Callanan, Lynda Edwards

Absolute Legal English is a comprehensive coursebook for students of law and practising lawyers who wish to work in an international legal environment and need to extend their language skills.

Absolute Legal English is informative and engaging and uses a variety of proven techniques from the field of language teaching combined with an authoritative knowledge of appropriate legal matters.

Features:
- Consists of nine units which cover the main areas of international law
- Covers Intellectual property, Competition law, Employment law, Contract law, Real property law, Company law and Environmental law
- Each unit gives practice in all four key language skills and all skills work is closely related to real working practice
- Suitable for students preparing for the ILEC exam
- Contains additional exam-type tasks for each ILEC paper plus specific exam advice
- Suitable for both class and self-study
- Contains a glossary of additional useful terms
- Contains audio transcripts, answer key and Audio CD

Absolute Legal English Book with Audio CD 9783125013292
IELTS Games and Activities - Speaking and Writing
By Aida Sahutoglu

**IELTS Games and Activities** offers a wide range of photocopiable communicative and collaborative games and activities for IELTS preparation. Creative ideas and innovative worksheets are designed for the Speaking and Writing modules with a focus on developing skills and language in the following categories: lexical resources, grammatical range and accuracy, coherence and cohesion, and task achievement.

- **IELTS familiarisation**: activities to help build confidence and awareness of the exam requirements
- **Expressing your idea**: focus on various ways of talking about ideas and arguments
- **Writing Task 1**: reporting on factual data based on graphs, charts and images, describing and comparing data, describing processes
- **Writing Task 2**: presenting a clear, well-structured arguments backing arguments up with evidence and examples, analysing problems and offering solutions, exploring causes and highlighting effects, weighing up advantages and disadvantages
- **Speaking**: a wide range of functional language to help students communicate effectively and meet the requirements of the assessment categories

To learn more about IELTS Games and Activities scan this page with the DELTA Augmented app to listen to the author Aida Sahutoglu.

IELTS Resource Pack
By Jon Marks

**IELTS Resource Pack** is a bank of photocopiable test practice material that provides teachers with valuable resource material to liven up their IELTS preparation classes and help ensure success for their students, with 25 lively communicative activities specifically designed for students preparing for the IELTS test.

- A bank of photocopiable exam practice material
- 25 lively communicative activities specifically designed for the IELTS exam preparation
- Highly motivating pair-work, small-group and whole-class activities
- Language and skills students need for success in all modules of the exam
- Free Audio CD with listening material for the exam

Speaking Games
By Jason Anderson

**Speaking Games** is a photocopiable resource book of 50 speaking games for teachers of English to use in class with both adult and teenage learners. It provides teachers with original, effective and enjoyable activities that focus on developing the learners’ ability to use language confidently in real-world situations. It includes a wide variety of activities which get learners speaking on topics of interest while injecting energy, fun and motivation into a class.

Role Plays for Today
By Jason Anderson

**Role Plays for Today** is a photocopiable resource book for use with adult and teenage students of English. It provides extensive speaking practice, and can be used both in EFL and ESOL classes from Elementary to Advanced levels.

Authentic Listening Resource Pack
By Mark Hancock and Annie McDonald

**Authentic Listening Resource Pack** provides an invaluable bank of selected audio and video material offering authentic listening practice, essential in developing students’ listening skills in preparation for being exposed to “real” English.

To learn more about Authentic Listening Resource Pack scan this page with the DELTA Augmented app to listen to the author Mark Hancock.

Role Plays for Today      9783125017276
**Teamwork**  
By Jason Anderson  

**PRE-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED**  
**CEFR B1 – C1 • 1 level**  

*Interactive tasks to get students talking*  

Teamwork has been carefully designed to encourage group-based interaction between students. It can be used with all class sizes from Intermediate to Advanced levels with teenage or adult students. Teamwork provides ideal supplementary material for a wide variety of coursebooks.  

20 lively and appealing units designed to inspire interaction between students through original, creative ideas and tasks.  

Teamwork  9783125017320

---

**Telling Tales in English**  
By Megan James, Wendy Superfine  

**BEGINNER – ELEMENTARY**  
**CEFR Pre-A1 • 1 level**  

*Aimed at teachers of children aged 8 – 11*  

Telling Tales in English contains photocopiable pages of well-known and much-loved stories, with accompanying activities.  

Telling Tales in English  9783125017283

---

**Class Act**  
By Danièle Bourdais, Sue Finnie  

**BEGINNER – PRE-INTERMEDIATE**  
**CEFR A1 – B1 • 1 level**  

*Short plays with activities for young learners*  

A photocopiable collection of 12 short plays aimed at pupils between 7 and 11 years old. The plays cover a variety of appealing topics and the storylines are fun, simple and include useful language.  

Provides a safe but contextualised platform for students to use their English – perfect for building their speaking confidence. This not only helps students learn but is fun!  

Class Act  9783125017252

---

**The CLIL Resource Pack**  
By Margaret Grieveson, Wendy Superfine  

**BEGINNER – PRE-INTERMEDIATE**  
**CEFR A1 – B1 • 1 level**  

*A bank of over 120 motivating activities for the CLIL Classroom consisting of a Photocopiable Resource Book and accompanying Interactive Whiteboard Software.*  

The course is divided into 10 topic-based units such as: Life Cycles, Forces and Motion, Food etc. Each unit contains 6 lessons which are appropriate for different levels of ability.  

The CLIL Resource Pack  9783125017290

---

**Using Humour in the English Classroom**  
By Geoff Tranter  

**ELEMENTARY**  
**CEFR A2 • 1 level**  

*Teaching ideas and activities*  

Using Humour in the English Classroom is a photocopiable resource book for use with adult and teenage students. It provides extensive speaking practice with 72 master copies as an instant resource for teachers. It offers students enjoyable speaking practice activities in up-to-date contexts they can relate to.  

Verbal, visual and written humour including doodles and graffiti, newspaper headlines, church and shop signs, “Waiter, waiter”, “Doctor, doctor” and “Knock, knock” jokes, spoonerisms, malapropisms, limericks, tongue twisters, and many more. Accompanied by extensive teaching notes.  

Using Humour in the English Classroom  9783125346451

---

**The Games Book**  
By Ann Schmid  

**ELEMENTARY – ADVANCED**  
**CEFR A1-B1 • 3 levels**  

*Photocopiable board games*  

The Games Book is a photocopiable resource book for use with adult and teenage students of English. The twenty games in the collection are divided into two sections: ten for use with general English learners and ten more specifically for business English classes.  

The Games Book gives students a chance to practise language in a more relaxed format.  

The Games Book  9783125379312

---

**Around the year**  
By Brigitte Schanz-Hering  

**BEGINNER – ELEMENTARY**  
**CEFR A1-A2 • 2 levels**  

*Songs, activities and fun*  

Around the year is a collection of teaching resources suitable for students in their first years of learning English. The book comprises a lively and diverse collection with more than 60 master copies. The chapters are set in chronological order, except chapter 12, which is about birthdays and can therefore be used at any time of year. Each chapter relates to a specific time of year or event.  

Around the year  9783125127517
DELTA Natural English Series

A Handbook of Spoken Grammar
By Ken Paterson, Caroline Caygill, Rebecca Sewell

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED  CEFR B1 – C1 • 1 level

Spoken English is now recognised as having its own ‘grammar’ that is not covered in traditional language practice material. A Handbook of Spoken Grammar teaches learners to speak more naturally, using the patterns that native speakers use when speaking English.

- A Handbook of Spoken Grammar is divided into 20 units, each dealing with a spoken grammar strategy
- Each spoken grammar strategy is identified in context using conversational examples on the Audio CD and short written transcripts
- Each strategy is then explained in full before students go on to complete a range of thorough practice activities
- Designed for class or self-study use
- Perfect as a supplementary resource for spoken English exams

DELTA Natural English Series – A Handbook of Spoken Grammar 9783125016255

Using Collocations for Natural English
By Elizabeth Walter, Kate Woodford

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER INTERMEDIATE  CEFR B1 – B2 • 1 level

Using Collocations for Natural English helps students improve the way they use the words they already know. Comprising 24 units and 6 review sections, collocations are first presented in simple exercises. Students go on to understand and use the collocations with confidence in a variety of contexts.

- Collocations always presented in typical contexts with information on formality or informality
- Range of text types including tweets, emails, postcards, letters, adverts and newspaper articles
- Examples of conversational English on the DELTA Augmented app allow students to notice features of stress and intonation
- Suitable for classroom or self-study use
- Includes answer key
- Index for easy reference

DELTA Natural English Series – Using Collocations for Natural English 9783125016248
Using Phrasal Verbs for Natural English
By Elizabeth Walter, Kate Woodford

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER INTERMEDIATE  CEFR B1 – B2 • 1 level

Every learner of English wants to develop fluent, natural English – understanding and using phrasal verbs is an essential part of this development. This book not only helps learners to understand phrasal verbs, but also helps them learn when and how to use them successfully, to produce more natural-sounding English.

Using Phrasal Verbs for Natural English:
• Teaches over 400 commonly used phrasal verbs
• Builds students’ confidence in using phrasal verbs appropriately through thorough and varied practice
• Presents phrasal verbs in context and in a wide range of text types, including tweets, texts, web posts, emails, notes and newspaper articles
• Offers 6 review sections, each comprising 60 questions for students to test themselves on phrasal verbs learnt in the previous units
• Is suitable for self-study or classroom use

DELTA Natural English Series – Using Phrasal Verbs for Natural English 9783125016262

SkillsWork
By Lynda Edwards

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED  CEFR B1 – C1 • 1 level

SkillsWork is an exciting book for teachers and students who want to focus on skills development at intermediate level and beyond. SkillsWork is lively and motivating with a range of engaging and relevant topics.

SkillsWork can be used alongside a standard coursebook or on its own, ideal if you want to teach away from the coursebook for part of the day or week. It provides 40 interesting lessons of integrated skills work with each unit having a focus skill while also linking in to practice all four skills in each and every lesson.

Additional features:
• provides endless opportunities to extend and practice the students’ lexical range, using both active and passive vocabulary. It provides work on collocations, phrasal verbs, word building, idioms and registers.
• is made up of a variety of task types, from full class discussion to individual homework, giving students the opportunity to learn and use new language in a variety of ways.
• provides practice in writing and speaking tasks required of students in life, work and exams; letter writing, reviews, emails, reports, complaints, planning, comparing, discussing, objecting etc.

DELTA Academic Objectives
By Louis Rogers & Michael Thompson

UPPER INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED  CEFR B2 – C1 • 3 titles

DELTA Academic Objectives is a series of course books designed to help students adapt to the challenge of academic study in English.

DELTA Academic Objectives: Reading Skills has been written to prepare students for academic reading, placing emphasis not only on extensive reading skills development, but also on continued language development through four main areas: Understanding the text, Critical thinking, Using the text and Language Focus.

DELTA Academic Objectives: Writing Skills has been written to prepare students for academic writing, placing emphasis not only on developing strong academic writing skills but also on continued language development through five main areas: Structure and organisation, Critical thinking, Using the text, Language Focus and Evaluating writing.

DELTA Academic Objectives: Listening and note-taking skills has been written to prepare students for academic listening, placing emphasis not only on practice with extended listening passages but also on continued language development through three main areas: Language Focus, Extension Activities, and Vocabulary Activities.

DELTA Academic Objectives: Listening and note-taking skills develops essential comprehension skills in the context of real-life talks, presentations, and conversations. Longer listening passages help students’ ability to follow such talks, presentations, and conversations for the longer periods of time common in academic and work environments.

Series key features:
• written for students at both undergraduate and postgraduate level
• themes relate to a wide range of common academic subject fields
• topics are both academic and common to everyday life, thus accessible to all students
• contains exercises to practice vocabulary in the Academic Word List
• is supported by online resources consisting of a bank of longer texts and accompanying activities to help develop students’ reading and writing skills
DELTA Readers

Our DELTA Publishing Graded Readers give learners from primary ages upwards the opportunity to use the language they’ve learnt in class to explore different genres and “worlds”.

No matter how old you are, or how good at English you are, you boost your confidence and show you how much you really do know. The annotations will help you understand the most difficult words on the page as you read, and the activities will both help you build your language skills and reflect on the content of the book.

As a teacher, you can of course use the Graded Readers in class to motivate your students to read. Carefully written and graded according to the CEFR levels, our growing number of titles dive into the worlds of fairy tales, adventure, crime, mystery, history...

Our Graded Readers are intended to develop your students’ reading and language skill. We want to help you get them interested in reading and show them that language really does matter.

DELTA Primary Readers:
- Snow White, The Frog Prince, Hansel and Gretel, Rapunzel, Rumpelstiltskin, Sleeping Beauty, The Wolf and the Seven Little Goats

DELTA Readers:
DELTA Primary Readers are the perfect introduction to reading in English. These timeless fairy tales are beautifully illustrated and have a variety of fun activities. They are suitable for elementary school learners and have vocabulary training and full text recordings on DELTA Augmented.

DELTA Readers are the perfect introduction to reading in English. These timeless fairy tales are beautifully illustrated and have a variety of fun activities. They are suitable for elementary school learners and have vocabulary training and full text recordings on DELTA Augmented.

These fun stories are and perfect for motivating students to read in English. There is a range of activities in the books to test comprehension, improve vocabulary and grammar, as well as critical thinking.

DELTA Readers have DELTA Augmented.

**CRIME AND THRILLER**
- DELTA: The Gunpowder Plot
- DELTA: King Arthur
- DELTA: Robin Hood
- DELTA: Sir Francis Drake
- DELTA: Guy Fawkes

**ADVENTURE**
- DELTA: The Gunpowder Plot
- DELTA: King Arthur
- DELTA: Robin Hood
- DELTA: Sir Francis Drake
- DELTA: Guy Fawkes

**ME AND MY WORLD**
- DELTA: Alan Brown’s Diary
- DELTA: The Heart of Boston
- DELTA: Rapping for Shelly
- DELTA: Flight 201 to Madrid
- DELTA: Portrait of a Nail Salon

**HISTORY**
- DELTA: Titanic
- DELTA: From Slavery to Freedom

**NEW FOR AUTUMN 2019**

READERS: DELTA Primary Readers

READERS: DELTA Readers

READERS: Young Adult Readers
Activities for Cooperative Learning
By Jason Anderson

Activities for Cooperative Learning goes beyond the traditional photocopiable resource books valued by busy teachers around the world. Alongside the expected ready-to-go activities and teacher’s notes, readers will also find introductions to cooperative activity types that are explained in generic terms, complete with learning principles, key advantages and variations.

- Insights into the concept of cooperative learning
- Special focus methodology and teacher development
- Highly practical ready-to-use material
- Easily adaptable to multiple learning situations

To learn more about the Ideas in Action series scan this page with the DELTA Augmented app to listen to the author and series editor Jason Anderson.

Activities for Task-based Learning
By Neil Anderson and Neil McCutcheon

Activities for Task-based Learning helps teachers ensure that meaningful communication takes priority over focusing on pre-selected language forms.

- is dedicated to tasks created especially with TBL in mind
- offers a variety of text reconstruction activities
- offers strategies for helping capture and exploit emergent language
- provides suggestions for designing consciousness-raising tasks

Additional features and resources include:
- photocopiable worksheets accompanying most tasks
- variation, extension, task repetition suggestions
- authentic recordings available for free on the DELTA Augmented app
- language feedback options and follow-up suggestions

To learn more about the Ideas in Action series scan this page with the DELTA Augmented app to listen to the author and series editor Jason Anderson.
DELTA Teacher Development Series

A pioneering, multi-award-winning series of books for English Language Teachers with professional development in mind, blending theory, practice and development.

The DELTA Teacher Development Series features some of the best and most expert authors in ELT, writing about fundamental areas of professional interest to teachers today. Each title in the series has three distinctive parts – A, B and C, which focus in turn on theory, practice and development:

- **A**: What do you need to know? What have others in the profession said or written? What is the latest information? How are things changing?
- **B**: What can you do? What practical activities can you carry out? How can you and your students get the most out of your teaching? How can you help yourself to help them better?
- **C**: How can you develop from here? What is the next step? How can you go further as a teacher in your own professional development?

---

**Teaching English as a Lingua Franca**
By Marek Kiczkowiak and Robert J. Lowe

*Teaching English as a Lingua Franca* is an authoritative analysis of why and how English is used as an international language - and an argument for teaching it differently.

ISBN: 9783125017270

**Teaching English to Pre-Primary Children**
By Sandie Mauro with Gail Ellis

*Teaching English to Pre-Primary Children* is essential for adults involved in the pre-primary education of children who are not attending formal schooling and who may not yet know how to read and write. It ensures that the first early language learning experience is a positive one which paves the way for a life-long journey into language learning.

ISBN: 9783125013605

**Teaching Lexically**
Principles and practice
By Hugh Dellar, Andrew Walkley

*Teaching Lexically* shows what a lexical view of language looks like, and explores how it differs from a more traditional ‘grammar + words’ view. It then considers what implications such a view might have for classroom practice.

ISBN: 9783125013612

**Teaching children how to learn**
Plan, Do, Review
By Gail Ellis, Nayr Ibrahim

*Teaching children how to learn* is a groundbreaking book offering Primary language teachers a new and practical methodology based on the importance, now universally recognised in curricula around the world, of teaching children how to learn.

ISBN: 9783125013629

---

**Going Mobile**
Teaching with hand-held devices
By Nicky Hockly and Gavin Dudeney

*Going Mobile* is a ground-breaking resource book that helps teachers understand and implement mobile and hand-held learning in English Language Teaching. 2015 ELTONS Nominated Innovation in Teacher Resources

ISBN: 9783125013557

**Film in Action**
Teaching language using moving images
By Kieran Donaghy

*Film in Action* brings film actively into the language classroom and provides guidance on how both teachers and students can create their own moving images. It contains over 100 highly practical activities that can be easily added to the repertoire of any busy teacher.

ISBN: 9783125013667

**Storytelling With Our Students**
Techniques for telling tales from around the world
By David Heathfield

Provides nearly 40 stories and accompanies them all with ‘telling techniques’ for successful storytelling, so teachers can discover the techniques for being successful tellers of tales, learners will discover that they too can be storytellers.

ISBN: 9783125013544

**The Autonomy Approach**
Language learning in the classroom and beyond
By Brian Morrison and Diego Navarro

*The Autonomy Approach* examines and explains the theory behind autonomous learning and supports this with an extensive bank of activities for the teacher and the learner to use – to help learners take their development into their own hands.

ISBN: 9783125013650

**Spotlight on Learning Styles**
Teacher strategies for learner success
By Marjorie Rosenberg

*Spotlight on Learning Styles* is an invaluable resource for all teachers who need to address the diverse learning styles of their learners. Different learning styles such as the visual, auditory and kinesthetic approach as well as the cognitive approach are clearly explained.

ISBN: 9783125013636

**The Book of Pronunciation**
Proposals for a practical pedagogy
By Jonathan Marks and Tim Bowen

*The Book of Pronunciation* is a definitive account of the key role pronunciation plays in teaching and learning, providing a highly authoritative but hugely accessible overview of the essential elements of English pronunciation as well as a wide range of classroom practice.

ISBN: 9783125013605
The Company Words Keep
Lexical chunks in language teaching
By Paul Davies and Hania Kryszeewskab
The Company Words Keep is a practical and thought-provoking guide for language teachers, showing how the latest insights into “language chunks” can lead to learners acquiring natural and fluent English.
ISBN: 9783125013575

Teaching Online
Tools and techniques, options and opportunities
By Nicky Hockly and Lindsay Clandfield
Teaching Online is essential reading for any teacher interested in online teaching and course delivery. It deals comprehensively with both the tools and the techniques necessary for online language instruction.
2011 ELTONS nominated UK Award for Innovation and shortlisted for the Ben Warren award 2010
ISBN: 9783125013551

The Business English Teacher
Professional principles and practical procedures
By Debbie Barton, Jennifer Burkat and Cairen Sever
The Business English Teacher is a compendium of good practice for successful business English teaching. It is invaluable both for teachers thinking of moving into business English teaching, and those wishing to further increase their skills and develop their potential.
ISBN: 9783125013520

The Developing Teacher
Practical activities for professional development
By Duncan Foord
The Developing Teacher is ideal for teachers who wish to take control of their own development, for those people in positions of responsibility for teacher development, and for complementing courses in language teacher education. Duke of Edinburgh ESU award for Best Entry for Teachers 2009
ISBN: 9783125013568

Culture in our Classrooms
Teaching language through cultural content
By Gill Johnson and Mario Rinvolucri
Culture in our Classrooms acknowledges the role of culture in the English Language Teaching classroom and provides lesson content which is relevant, useful and engaging for students.
ISBN: 9783125013643

Teaching Unplugged
By Scott Thornbury, Luke Meddings
Teaching Unplugged is the first book to deal comprehensively with the approach in English Language Teaching known as Dogme ELT. It challenges not only the way we view teaching, but also the way we view being a teacher. British Council 2010 ELTONs Award for Innovation
ISBN: 9783125013568

Learning to Teach English 2nd Edition
By Peter Watkins
Learning to Teach English – Second Edition is an easy-to-use introduction to English language teaching. It is ideal for new teachers or those preparing for courses leading to qualifications such as Cambridge English’s CELTA and TKT, or Trinity College London’s CertTESOL.

The second edition is thoroughly revised and updated and now comes with:
• A DVD, including recordings of real lessons, the teachers’ comments on those lessons, and their tips on developing as a teacher
• Even more activities for teachers to use in the classroom
• Try it out! sections that support ongoing development and reflection after training
• A bank of short activities
• A glossary of key teaching terms

Additional key features:
• Grammar reference sections
• Tasks with commentaries to promote engaged and reflective reading
• Complete lesson plans with photocopyable material
• The second edition remains an accessible and practical book that will help new teachers as they train and develop through the first years of their teaching careers

ISBN: 9783125016224
DVD
Trinity CertTESOL Companion

By Jason Anderson

Teaching Development: Trinity CertTESOL Companion is the ideal companion for any trainee English language teacher preparing for the Trinity CertTESOL course. It can be used both as a pre-course preparation and as a supplement to the training on the course. It sets trainee teachers firmly on the path to becoming capable and independent English language teachers.

The book consists of five core units which mirror the five units of the CertTESOL syllabus and together with three supplementary units to assist trainees before, during and after the course. Each unit includes a number of key features to model and support best practice in teacher education:

- Learning opportunities provided at the beginning of the unit;
- A review activity at the end of the unit to enable self-evaluation of the learning opportunities;
- 'Pause for Thought' activities at several stages within each unit to help trainees reflect on what they are reading in order to consolidate learning;
- Real quotes from CertTESOL trainers and former trainees to provide advice and build confidence.

Other features include:
- An extensive reference unit with information on CertTESOL pass criteria, English language exams and key aspects of grammar;
- A recommended reading list and a selection of pre-course preparation tasks;
- An overview of ELT methodologies and theory which links to the different units/requirements of the CertTESOL; Help with lesson planning (including model plan) and structuring assignments;
- A full glossary of educational/ELT terminology and an index.

To learn more about the Ideas in Action series scan this page with the DELTA Augmented app to listen to the author and series editor Jason Anderson.

Professional Perspectives

A series of practical methodology books designed to provide the teacher of English with fresh insights, innovative ideas and original classroom materials.

Dealing with Difficulties
Solutions, strategies and suggestions for successful teaching
By Luke Prodromou and Lindsay Clandfield

Dealing with Difficulties is packed with ideas for dealing with the everyday difficulties and challenges of teaching. 2006 Winner The Ben Warren IH Trust Prize and 2007 Highly Recommended Duke of Edinburgh ESU English Language Book Award

ISBN: 9783125016033

Challenging Children
Imaginative activities to inspire young learners
By Henk van Dort

The main aim of Challenging Children is to activate children's linguistic abilities, generate vocabulary and arouse their interest in the learning process.

ISBN: 9783125016040

Spontaneous Speaking
Drama activities for confidence and fluency
By David Heathfield

Spontaneous Speaking gives teachers a wide variety of drama activities, all of which have been designed to maximise student interaction.

ISBN: 9783125016057

Unlocking Self-Expression Through NLP
Integrated skills activities for Intermediate and Advanced students
By Judith Baker and Mario Rinvolucri

Unlocking Self-Expression Through NLP offers a hundred activities that create the need and the desire in students to express themselves, be it in speech or in writing.

ISBN: 9783125016064

Humanising your Coursebook
Activities to bring your classroom to life
By Mario Rinvolucri

Humanising your Coursebook provides a wide range of original, imaginative, humanistic activities and techniques designed to give new life to any coursebook.

ISBN: 9783125016095

The Minimax Teacher
Minimise teacher input and maximise student output
By Jon Taylor

The Minimax Teacher shows teachers how to increase learning efficiency through both a general approach to good learning management and a wealth of ready-to-use activities.

ISBN: 9783125016071

Talking Business in Class
Speaking activities for professional students
By Chris Sion

Talking Business in Class provides teachers with a wealth of activities and suggestions for student-centred conversation classes.

ISBN: 9783125016088

Using the Mother Tongue
Activities to optimise a major classroom resource
By Sheelagh Deller and Mario Rinvolucri

Using the Mother Tongue offers a variety of practical ways to make use of what is a very valuable resource when learning a foreign language.

ISBN: 9783125016095

The Resourceful English Teacher
A complete teaching companion
By Jon Chandler and Mark Stone

The Resourceful English Teacher provides a repertoire of more than 200 classroom activities for use in a wide range of teaching solutions.

ISBN: 9783125016071

يزيد استخدام اللغة الأم لغة تثبيت وتفعيل محتوى كلاسية

By Jon Taylor

The Minimax Teacher يساعد المعلمين على زيادة كفاءة التعلم من خلال طريقة عامة لجودة إدارة التعلم والة وعدد كبير من الأنشطة الرؤية في أي كلاس.

ISBN: 9783125016088

استخدام اللغة الأم

Activities to optimise a major classroom resource
By Sheelagh Deller and Mario Rinvolucri

Using the Mother Tongue يوفر مجموعة متنوعة من وسائل عملية لاستخدام ما يقوم به كمرين من أجل تعلم اللغة الأجنبية.

ISBN: 9783125016095

المعلم الإنجليزي المفيد

A complete teaching companion
By Jon Chandler and Mark Stone

The Resourceful English Teacher يوفر مجموعة متنوعة من أكثر من 200 عملية محتوى كلاسيكي للعثور على حلول التعلم.
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